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"Maybe"

How do I stop myself from
Falling in love with you
When I've already got a man that
Swears that his love is true

Oh you just can't tell me
This isn't anything
But the more time we spend together
The more that I start to sink

(Deeper)
This ain't love thats starting to make me fall
And if this ain't lust then I dont know what's going on
And if you fall I know where to catch you babe
I'm taking time, so I can say this the right way 

Stop think and maybe, 
We could fall in love, oh this is crazy
Leaving that other guy that called bye?
Heart feels like I'm bleeding inside, I could cry

Sometimes I catch myself,
Drifting off in your eyes,
Wonder if I need, 
Something new in my life

For the all the wrongs that we're doing, 
Can't seem to help myself
Somebody told me love was simple
Why is it causing me hell?

When I see my reflection in your eyes
My stomach gets butterflies
You can't tell me you dont feel this vibe
Athough simple, feels so nice

Stop think and maybe, 
We could fall in love, oh this is crazy
Leaving that other guy that called bye?
Heart feels like I'm bleeding inside, I could cry
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I know its hard for it to end like this
But it means to be strong, just for one kiss
The way you carry on, its like its killing me
Nothing like a good home estability
But aint just ...
Something more real than my first man
Ho we going to do this situation,
Cause im starting to feel your impatience
In my lifetime ive seen no regrets
And every single step I take is correct
But we're getting caught up like milly jackson
Wishing I was back in the hood, chilling and maxing?
Hell all my friends say its drama, 
That im the one that told them about life and karma
If thats the risk that im taking it
Walls mean nothing to me, walls are breaking

When I see my reflection in your eyes
My stomach gets butterflies
You can't tell me you dont feel this vibe
Athough simple, it feels so nice

Stop think and maybe, 
We could fall in love, oh this is crazy
Leaving that other guy that called bye?
Heart feels like im bleeding inside, I could cry

Stop think and maybe, 
We could fall in love, oh this is crazy
Leaving that other guy that called bye?
Heart feels like I'm bleeding inside, I could cry
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